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Abstract-We
investigated
the Iov.er threshold
for motion (LTkLI) of grutinps :LS 9 function
of position
in the visual field. spatial frequency and contrast and we compared motion thresholds for sine wave and
square wave luminance
protiles. For contrasts below 0.05 the louver threshold
for motion was rclised; the
increase in threshold
being dependent upon spatial frequency.
At contrast
levels above 0.05. LTYI was
found to be a constant velocity at any given spatial location but increased Lvith eccentricity
of view. Raised
thresholds
for motion
at eccentric locations
could be compensated
by increasing
the size of eccentric
mapnitkation
factor,
a procedure
which
gratings
in proportion
to .\I -I. where /\I is the cortical
Thus LT&L( could be expressed ~1s n
standardises
the cortical
representation
at direrin g eccentricities.
above 0.05 at ~111stimulus
locations
investigated.
We
constant
cortical
velocity
for gratin, o contrasts
interpret

our data

as support
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ditTerent paradigm. the detection of coherent motion
in moving random dot patterns. Van de Grind. Van
Doorn and Koenderink (1983) find the highest velocity detectable as coherent motion (G’,,,)to be independent of visual field location and solely dependent
upon field size. I’,,,, expressed as a velocity, can be
related to Dmax (Braddick,
1974; Baker and Braddick. 1982) since the highest velocities used result
from increasing pixel displacement
with frame rate
held constant.
In contrast,
the velocity at which
coherent motion was most discriminable
from random noise was independent
from stimulus size and
increased with eccentricity approximately
in proportion to :W-‘.
The lower threshold
for motion increases with
eccentricity
but LTM is independent
of spatial frequency (Johnston and Wright, 1983). In comparison
with the considerable
interest in contrast thresholds
for pattern and flicker detection (Keesey, 1977: Tolburst, 1973; Kulikowski and Tolhurst,
1973: Harris,
1980) and direction discrimination
(Burr and Ross.
1982: Green, 1983) the effect of contrast on the lower
threshold
for motion is not well documented.
An
elrect of contrast
on lower threshold
of motion
should be expected as louering the contrast of slowly
moving gratings reduces perceived velocity (Campbell and MatTei, 1981: Thompson,
1982), but we note
that this effect appears to depend upon temporal
frequency rather than velocity. as at temporal frequencies above 8 Hz perceived velocity increases with
reduced contrast (Thompson.
1982). In this paper we
extend our findings to consider
the influence of
contrast,
spatial uaveform
and eccentricity
on the
lower
threshold
of motion
for superthreshold
gratings.

Observers
underestimate
the angular
velocity of
square wave gratings viewed in the periphery when
asked to match centrally and peripherally
placed
gratings for speed of rotation (Campbell and Maffei,
1979. 1981). Similar
underestimates
occur
for linear
motion in peripherally
placed random dot patterns:
the reduction in perceived velocity with eccentricity is
proportionally
greater for slow test velocities (Tynan
and Sekuler, 1982).
In addition to the reduction in perceived velocity
with eccentric viewing, a systematic increase in the
lower threshold of motion (LTM) has been demonstrated (Lichtenstein.
1963: Campbell
and MafTei,
1979, 1981: Tynan and Sekuler, 1982; Johnston and
Wright, 1983) as well as an increase in adaptation
to
motion as measured by the motion after effect (Johnston and Wright, 1983). Johnston and Wright (1983)
showed the apparent anomalies in the perimetric data
could be resolved of visual performance
was related
to the cortical
magnification
factor 1U (mm of
cortexjdeg
of arc in visual space). Both the lower
threshold of motion and the magnitude of the motion
after effect could be described as a constant cortical
velocity. The performance
of any part of the visual
field could thus be determined with reference to this
constant
and the cortical magnification
factor. In
similar vein. McKee and Nakayama
(1984) found
that differential velocity threshold plotted as a function of target velocity increased with eccentricity but
that expressing target velocity with reference to the
fall in acuity with eccentricity (resolution
units/set)
normalised
the functions.
McKee and Nakayama
consider the acuity gradlent a psychophys!cal
estlmate of the cortical magnification
function. Using a
179

METHODS

The apparatus
h:ls been described
pre\iousl>
(Wright and Johnston.
1983). ;i vertic;LI sinusoidal
grating LV~Sviewed through a semi-circular
aperture
in a mask, transversely
illunlin~ted
and cntefi~il\,
matched to the mean luminance ( IOOcd m ‘) and
colour of the grating. The frame ratt’ of the grating
display was 125 Hz. The aperture had a horizoni:
base of 7 cm and the grating w;1s fixated at the centre
of the base for fovea1 viwinp (no fixation dot), or
using a series of fixation dots placed vertically beIoN
for eccentric
viewing. The radius of the grating
aperture subtended
1dep of arc at 200 cm for centrrtl
fixation and the stimulus contiguration
was moved
closer for eccentric viewing postions. The outer circular border of the grating patch was covered by it
5 mm overlay of “Pantone”
354C-AG film which
produced
a graded attenuation
of contrast
at the
grating edges.
LTM was measured by :i method of adjustment.
There were one 6sec and five 4sec periods during
which the observer could control the drift rate of a
grating by means of a multi-turn potentiometer. The
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interVa\ until mo\rmrnt
of the grating cooid J W be
discerned: thz live 4 xc intcrkals alloived further tine
adjustments ot’ this setting. and the obscr\atlon COTresponding to ths last interval wag taken 35 thi: best
estimate of threshold. Intervals during lvhich adjustments could be made \rerr interlaced
uith -lsrc
periods in which the gratinp was held steady. Each
data point is an average of threshold determinations
of just discernable movement measured sequentiali?
in each of the two horizontal directions of drift.
LTI\II was measured
in peripheral
vision under
identical conditions but Hith fixation displaced along
the lower vertical meridian
and viewing distance
altered in accordance
\vith M-scaling
so that the
overall size of the grating stimulus increased as it \vas
moved into the periphery.
The retinal spatial frequency of the grating is reduced as a consequence of
this but M-scaling
ensured that each spatial frequency presented
decreased
with eccentricity
such
that SF.‘:Cf (cortical spatial frequency: cy~~es~min)
remained constant. Values for .hf for eccentricities on
the lower vertical meridian (0. 1.5.4 and 7.5 deg) were
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Fig. 1. (a) LTM expressed as temporal frequency (ordinate) for itf-scaled gratings of various spatiaf
frequencies (abscissa) measured at four eccentricities (diamond = 0 deg; squares = 1.5 deg; dark
circles = 4 deg: clear circles = 7.5 de@. (b) The abscissa has been transformed to provide values in units
of cortical spatial frequency. Regression line fitted by least squares. (c) Same data plotted with velocity
on the ordinate and spatial frequency (retinal) on the abscissa. (d) The ordinate has been transformed
to express the LTM in units of cortical velocity, and the abscissa represents cortical spatial frequency.
Subject AJ.

Lower threshold of motion
taken
check
those
cated
1978)
alent

from Rovamo and Virsu (1979). In order to
that our procedures
were comparable
with
of previous workers. we first succesfully replithe finding (Rovamo.
Virsu and Nas5nen.
that contrast sensitivity functions were equivfor our .CI-scaled stimuli.
RESULTS
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We measured lower threshold of motion (LTM) as
a function of spatial frequency (2-16 csdeg for fovea1
stimuli) and eccentricity,
for stimuli scaled in size
according to the N-scale technique (Fig. la). LTM,
expressed as temporal frequency (number of grating
cycles passing a fixed point per second. Hz), increased
in an approximately
linear fashion with spatial frequency for all eccentricities
studied. When spatial
frequency was expressed in cortical units (c/mm of
cortex) all the data points fell close to a straight line
passing
through
the origin
(Fig.
lb).
Since
velocity = temporal
frequency/spatial
frequency we
may also express these data as velocities. In Fig. Ic
we show that LTM at a given visual field locus
approximates
to a constant velocity for all spatial
frequencies.
Thus the lower threshold
of motion.
expressed as a velocity, is independent
of spatial
frequency.
LTM. measured
as a retinal variable,

ISI

increases with eccentric viewing as expected (Fig. lc).
W’hen threshold velocity was scaled with respect to
the cortical magnification
factor. differences in these
functions disappeared
(Fig. Id). In Fig. Id we show
that the LTM is a constant
in units of cortical
velocity. Data for a naive observer (AXlcD. male
emmetrope.
age 22 yr) are presented in Fig. 2. These
data are for monocular
vieuing and show that the
constancy
of cortical LTM thresholds
is not dependent upon binocular processing.
The threshold
cortical velocity value for AMcD was 0.14 mm sec..‘.
Under
binocular
conditions
the cortical
velocity
threshold
value was 0.15 mm sec.-’ for AJ and
0.15 mm set
for MW. The use of this terminology
allows comparison
with published work (Virsu et al.,
l9S1: Van de Grind et (~1.. 1983) but does not imply
a theoretical position. Possible explanations
for scaling invariance will be considered below.

The finding that threshold
occurs at a constant
velocity (deg see-‘) rather than at a constant temporal frequency (cycles set-‘) shows LTM to depend on
a critical displacement
of the grating within temporal
constraints.
rather than a minimum phase shift. LTM
for sine- and square-wave gratings (contrast 0.3) were
compared
for a range of spatial frequencies at the
I .j deg eccentric position to provide further evidence
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Fig. 2. As for Fig. I but with monocular viewing. Subject AMcD.
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Fig. 3. (a) LTM expressed as a velocity (ordinate) for sine-(diamonds) and square-wave gratings (squares)
as a function of spatial frequency (abscissa). Eccentricity = I .5 deg, 133 cm viewing distance. standard
mask aperture. Subject MW. (b) Subject .-\J.
of this. Odd harmonics
of the fundamental
spatial
frequency are present in a square-wave grating and a
displacement
would give rise to a range of phase
shifts within spatial channels of differing sizes but, as
LTM is independent
of spatial frequency, thresholds
for sine and square wave gratings should be the same.
Figure 3 shows LTM to be invariant with spatial
waveform over the range of spatial frequencies tested.
Experiment 3
The lower threshold for motion data for sine and
square wave gratings were very close even though the
amplitudes
of the fundamental
sine-wave
components of these gratings differ. Furthermore,
LTM
is invariant with spatial frequency though at high
spatial frequencies demodulation
of contrast due to
optical factors is pronounced
and contrast sensitivity
is reduced. This suggests LTM may be fairly resistant
to changes in contrast. In Fig. 4 we show LTM as a
function of grating contrast.
Data for two spatial
frequencies and three subjects are shown. One of the
subjects (LV) was a naive observer. Again, gratings
were viewed at the I.5 deg fixation position
and

MW.

appropriate
/M-scaled
distance.
There was little
change in LTM at moderate and high contrast but for
contrasts less than around 0.05 LTM was raised. This
corresponds
well with the findings of Campbell and
Maffei (1981) who showed no effect ofcontrast
on the
perceived frequency of rotation of slowly moving
gratings for contrast levels above 0.05.
E,lcperiment 4
As LTM increases for gratings close to threshold
contrast
the independence
of LTM from spatial
frequency seen at moderate
to high contrast
may
break down at low contrasts.
We confirmed
this
scheme by direct measurement
of LTM as a function
of spatial frequency at six contrast levels. The results
are shown in Fig. 5. In experiment 2 we found little
change in LTM for contrasts above 0.05. This finding
is confirmed
here but the critical level of contrast
depends upon spatial frequency. With grating contrast of 0.03 there is a slight increase in LTM for high
and low spatial frequencies but it is only for the 0.01
contrast
observations
that increased LTM can be
shown for all spatial frequencies.
Thus, for supra-
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Fig. 4. (a) LTM expressed as a velocity (ordinate) for gratings of 4c/deg (diamonds) and 6.7c/deg
(squares) as a function of log contrast (abscissa). Eccentricity = I .5 deg. 133 cm viewing distance. standard
mask aperture. Subject MW. (b) Subject AJ. (c) Subject LV.
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Fig. 5. LT.LI expressed as velocity (ordinate) for gratings of
varying spatial frequency
(abscissa).
Measurements
were
made for grating contrasts of 0.95 (diamonds). 0.3 (squares),
0. I (dark circles). 0.03 (clear circles). 0.02 (diagonal crosses)
and 0.01 (+). Fovea1 viewing: subject AJ.
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gratings,
LTM is invariant with
but close to threshold
contrast
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DISCUSSION

These data and the findings
of Wright
and
Johnston
(1985) place certain constraints
ori mechanisms for detection of motion. A satisfactory model
for motion analysis must at least account for. (-1)
invariance
of LTM over spatial frequency
when
expressed as a velocity, (2) invariance of LTM over
eccentricity
when expressed
as a cortically-scaled
velocity and (3) decreases in apparent velocity with
eccentricity (Campbell and MatTei, 1981).
The correspondence
between our observed changes
in LTM over position in the visual field, and anatomical and physiological
measures of the retinocortical projection (Drasdo.
1977) suggests that it is
worthwhile
to examine our data with reference to
neurophysiology
as well as abstract functional mechanisms. In the retina there is an increase in the size
of ganglion cell receptive fields and a decrease in
receptive field density with eccentricity
(Hubel and
Wiesel, 1960). In contrast to this topographic
variation, the striate cortex is thought to be anatomically
uniform and modular. beng made up of an essentially
invariant neural structure (the hypercolumn)
replicated across the cortical surface (Hubel and Wiesel,
1977; Horton, 1984). As a consequence of this architecture, changes in the physiological properties of the
hypercolumn
with eccentricity
would, in the main,
depend upon the sizes and sampling densities of the
receptive fields of cells forming the major input to the
hypercolumn
from the lateral geniculate nucleus. The
cortical magnification
factor (the area of cortex in
millimeters corresponding
to one degree of arc in
visual space) describes how visual space is sampled by
striate cortex. We will consider how changes in the
sampling
of visual space with eccentricity
could
influence motion detection mechanisms.

of suhunirs

One major class of models of motion sensitivity
(e.g. Reichardt.
1961: Barlow and Levi&,
1965)
depends upon a comparison of signals arriving at two
spatially separated detectors. The spatial separation
of luminance detectors or spatial filters (Van Santen
and Sperling. 1984) would be a prime determiner of
LTM. In the Barlow and Levick (1965) scheme a
delayed luminance signal inhibits the activity of an
adjacent luminance detector in one direction forming
a directionally
sensitive unit by veto. In the Van
Santen and Sperling revision of Reichardt’s correlational scheme, temporal change of contrast detected
at a given location is correlated with temporal change
of contrast at an adjacent spatial location measured
an instant later. One signal is delayed to allow for the
correlation procedure. As the temporal tuning of the
visual system is consistent
across the visual field
(Koenderink
rt nl., 1978: Virsu rt ol., 19S2: Wright
and Johnston.
1983). a case can be made (Johnston
and Wright, 1983) that changes in the lowest resolvable velocity would be due to an increase in the
separation
of the spatial elements of such a motion
analyser as a function of eccentricity
rather than
changes in temporal factors.
Models of this type account satisfactorily
for the
dependence
of LTM on velocity and scaling with
eccentricity.
However there is no ready explanation
for the finding (Harris, 1980). that the ratio of pattern
to Ricker contrast threshold for sinewave gratings is
constant at a fixed velocity for any combination
of
spatial and temporal frequencies,
or an immediate
explanation
for the change in apparent velocity with
eccentricity (Campbell and Maffei, 1979, 1981: Tynan
and Sekuler. 1982; MacKay, 1982).
Correlational
motion detection mechanisms
with
spatially-separated
subfields are tuned to velocity
(Van Doorn and Koenderink.
1982). For analysis of
motion at a given locus in the visual field a range of
motion detectors
with variable spatial separation
between subunits has been proposed (Van Doorn and
Koenderink.
1983). Since there is a range of velocity
sensitive units at any eccentricity
stimulus velocity
should be faithfully encoded irrespective
of visual
field location. In any multiple channel model the filter
characteristics
of a selected channel is determined
primarily by the stimulus, rather than its position in
the visual field, as a range of filters is available at
every eccentricity.
(b) Tuning of spatial jilters
An alternative
explanation
for the increase in
velocity thresholds
with eccentricity
in accordance
with IM-’ might depend on the increase in mean size
of receptive fields with eccentricity and the resulting
change in spatial frequency
tuning towards lower
spatial frequencies. However since LTM is unaffected
by changing
spatial frequency
at a given retinal
location we cannot explain our findings with a simple

reierence

to the SiZZ of spa~iltll~ tuned tiltcrs. In

addition \ve should expect a sinusiodal
grating to
select a narrow range of spatial filters tuned to the
spatial frequency of the stimulus. Thus there should
be little change in the spatial tuning of filters octi-

vated by a grating as a function of location in the
visual field. Explanations based on a small number of
spatiotemporat channets i.e. one or t\vo at a given
eccentricity, would seem to fare somewhat better than
multiple channel models in accounting for our data.
since they would imply different effects of changing
spatial frequency and changing eccentricity.
;Mnrr and Ullman (19Sl) suggested a mechanism
for motion detection bvhich depends upon the cooperation of two different spatiotemporal filters. They
proposed that motion is detected locally by computing the temporal derivative of the second spatial
derivative at a given point and they suggest a physiological basis; the spatial and temporal derivatives
would be computed by cells with similar properties to
the X and Y cells of the cat retina (Ertroth-Cugell and
Robson, 1966). In the Marr-Ullrn~ln model threshold
behaviour depends upon the detection of a critical
change of phase within a spatial channel. We might
argue that as a edge is moved into the periphery it is
detected
by spatial filters of increasing size and
therefore must be moved further within the temporal
constraints of the motion detection system to achieve
a criterion
phase shift within the spatial filter. A
motion detection
mechanism
of this kind, being
dependent
upon phase, would achieve threshold
levels at a constant temporal frequency rather than a
constant
velocity.
However
our sinewave grating
data shows LTM to be dependent on velocity rather
than temporal
frequency
and does not support a
spatiotemporal
filter model of the type described by
Marr and Ullman (1981).

In 3 ma~mruds-coded
system. born I~C .IICTC!X jr.
tT41 Jnd decrease in apparent xrioclt> b%!:h<CCL’IItriclth could be charscterised
;IS ;I reduction in gain
in the peripheral
visusl tieid. A greater <hang< ii7
stimulus ~ clocitl;
would be required in the peripher!
to have the same influence on signal strength and
thsrefore higher stimulus krlocities uould be required
to reach threshold signal levels \\ithrn ;I peripheral
velocity channel. A change in gain could simply result
from an increase in the size and a corresponding
shift
in spatial tuning of spatiotemporal
filters with eccentricity. A mechanism of this general type would
satisfy the three minimum constraints
on :I motion
analysis system required hi the data.
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